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Frieze Foundation continues its commitment to
commissioning new film and video works by both
established and emerging artists. This year’s Frieze
Film commissions are made by British artists living
and working in the UK, providing a contrast to the
overwhelmingly international character of the fair.
Four commissioned works will be screened within
an expanded programme, consisting of two specially
curated segments, one by Indian curator Shanay
Jhaveri and one by LUX, a UK agency focusing
on artists working in moving image. A number of
film and video works by Frieze Projects artists will
provide further context to their practices and the new
works they have been commissioned to make in and
around this year’s Frieze Art Fair. Amongst these
programmes, Frieze Projects artist Shahryar
Nashat’s film will also be shown, creating a link
between the art fair and the cinema screen.
Shown in a separate geodesic dome structure situated
outside the entrance to the fair, the four commissioned
works will also be broadcast on Channel 4.
Entrance to the cinema is free, tickets are available
for the curated programmes and can be collected
from the cinema entrance. Curated programmes last
approximately 70 minutes with an interval halfway.
We ask that you stay for at least half of the session so
as not to disturb other visitors.
The four Frieze Film commissions will be shown
twice daily. Please refer to the programme for
screening times.
Frieze Film and Frieze Projects are commissioned
and produced by Frieze Foundation.

Frieze Cinema Programme
Wednesday 13 October

Saturday 16 October

12.30pm 		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
2pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
2.30pm		Artists’ Programme Part A — 22:45 mins
3.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
5pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
5.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
6.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
7pm		Artists’ Programme Part B — 101 mins

11.30am		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
12.30pm		Shanay Jhaveri Programme Part 3 — 59:42 mins
2pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
2.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
3.30pm		LUX Programme Part 1 — 64 mins
5pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
5.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
6.30pm		Artists’ Programme Part E — 33 mins

Thursday 14 October

Sunday 17 October

11.30am		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
12.30pm		LUX Programme Part 1 — 64 mins
2pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
2.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
3.30pm		Shanay Jhaveri Programme Part 1 — 53:46 mins
5pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
5.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
6.30pm		Artists’ Programme Part C — 21:51 mins

11.30am		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
12.30pm		LUX Programme Part 2 — 70 mins
2pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
2.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
3.30pm
Shanay Jhaveri Programme Part 4 — 60:40 mins
5pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
5.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins

Friday 15 October
11.30am		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
12.30pm		Shanay Jhaveri Programme Part 2 — 59:12 mins
2pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
2.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
3.30pm		LUX Programme Part 2 — 70 mins
5pm		Shahryar Nashat — 10:50 mins
5.30pm		Frieze Film Commissions — 38:10 mins
6.30pm		Artists’ Programme Part D — 21:39 mins

Frieze Film Commissions
Jess Flood-Paddock
Island, A Regime (2010) is a new video work filmed on a mobile
phone. The non-linear narrative tone throughout aims to create
a mood associated with travelling and observing. The unseen
traveller and watcher who is also the video-maker, is an implied
presence – a private and secretive observer who records ‘the sites’.
The work attempts to provide a counterpoint to the often laborious
process of filmmaking – involving tripods, grips and re-takes –
by focusing on idleness, leisure and simple means.
One of the smallest and most densely populated countries in
Europe, Malta is part of an archipelago centrally situated in
the Mediterranean Sea between Sicily and North Africa. The
location lends itself to contrasts – from the intimate relationships formed in large but close-knit communities to the sudden
perspectival shift presented when the island is looked back
on from out at sea, which makes the activity on shore appear
contained and manageable. The structure of the video is
dictated by the island’s topography and, to create an island
narrative inspired by films such as King Kong (1933) or Where
the Wild Things Are (2009), its three main movements explore
scale, travel and disorientation, and the observer’s distance
from the location.
At the heart of the video is the impact that distancing has on
awareness; how we pay attention to things differently when
directed to do so – our reaction, for instance, when confronted
by a sign that reads: ‘Europe’s Oldest Megalithic Temples:
Viewing Point’ – and also how our sense of dislocation is
unexpectedly heightened while on ‘holiday’.
Shot mostly on a mobile phone, with brief passages filmed
on a higher-resolution camera to create momentary lucidity,
Island, A Regime has the grainy look of a lo-fi video. The work
is accompanied by an original soundtrack comprising solos
by Sam Steer on banjo and Alexander Tucker’s psychedelic
rock drone.
Jess Flood-Paddock, 2010
Jess Flood-Paddock ( b.1977) is a London-based British artist.
Recent solo shows include the Hayward Gallery, London;
Project Space London and Swallow Street, London (all 2010).
Group shows include ‘Phyllida Barlow and Jess Flood-Paddock’
at The Russian Club Gallery (2009). She has recently been shortlisted for the Converse/Dazed 2010 Emerging Artist Award.

Linder
‘Now, it is well known that when there are many of these flowers together
their odour is so powerful that anyone who breathes it falls asleep, and if
the sleeper is not carried away from the scent of the flowers, he sleeps on and
on forever.’
L. Frank Baum, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900)
Like every work I make, my new film Forgetful Green (2010) is
taken from a location defined by John Bunyan in The Pilgrim’s
Progress (1678) as ‘the most dangerous place in all these parts’.
Bunyan describes the tale as being ‘delivered under the similitude
of a dream’, and my early arrival at a rose field in Colchester in
mid-July, directly after my 13-hour performance The Darktown
Cakewalk: Celebrated from the House of FAME (2010), seemed
wholly dreamlike.
Manufacturing constraints within the record industry once
rigidly imposed a three-minute limit on the length of a single:
pop subservient to vinyl. Howard Devoto of Buzzcocks once
described this as the ‘spiral scratch’. I witnessed a similar spiralling process each time the cinematographer Tim Walker pressed
the shutter and exposed a three-minute roll of Forgetful Green.
When I was 17 in 1972, I stood in the middle of a field in Bickershaw, near Wigan, at a pop festival. I wandered into a market
tent and bought some joss sticks, some blue love beads and the
‘Cuntpower’ issue of Oz, edited by Germaine Greer, containing a
list of Victorian slang names for the ‘female pudendum’. In 1982,
I recited this list for a John Peel radio session and named the track
‘Vagina Gratitude’, to redress Freudian notions of penis envy.
Forgetful Green revisits this list of slang terms and interweaves it
with the names of English roses; some are almost interchangeable.
Throughout life, I repeat myself: tape loops, spiral scratches,
the fractured female body – these all help trace my own pilgrim’s
progress. But my story –‘her story’ as the feminist writer Robin
Morgan would have said – has yet to end. I find myself in my sixth
decade with the Sikh mantra Ek Ong Kar Satnam on my lips – that
and the abiding memory of the three-minute pop song. Vanity
Fair, here we come!
Linder, 2010
Linder ( b.1954) is a British artist based in Heysham. Recent
solo shows include Sorcha Dallas, Glasgow (2010) and P.S.1
Contemporary Art Center, New York (2007). Linder’s work is
included in the Tate collection. A forthcoming solo show of her
work will open at Stuart Shave/Modern Art, London, in 2011.

Elizabeth Price

Stephen Sutcliffe

The Tent (2010) is a new narrative video derived from a single
book, Systems (1972). The book is the film’s sole visual subject and
the only resource for its graphic narration. Indeed, every aspect
of the video including the soundtrack, has been extorted from the
different properties – and possibilities – of the book. Published by
the Arts Council, Systems was a catalogue accompanying an exhibition of works by artists associated with the eponymous 1970s
British group: Richard Allen, John Ernest, Malcolm Hughes,
Colin Jones, Michael Kidner, Peter Lowe, James Moyes, David
Saunders, Geoffrey Smedley, Jean Spencer, Jeffrey Steel and
Gillian Wise Ciobotaru. It features drawings and documentation
of art works, as well as photographs of, and an extended text by,
each of the artists included.

Stephen Sutcliffe’s new film Writer in Residence (2010) continues
his interest in collage as a means by which to shake certainty
and to surreptitiously undermine. Sutcliffe poses the melancholic
hallucination that is Adrian Leverkühn’s meeting with the Devil
in Thomas Mann’s Doctor Faustus (1947) in direct counterpoint
to the conception of ‘positive existentialism’ presented by Colin
Wilson in his novel The Outsider (1956) – a philosophical standpoint that was, in turn, developed through Wilson’s own critique
of Leverkühn’s meeting with the Devil. Sutcliffe thus returns to his
characteristic theme of (artistic) self-doubt, expressed in terms of
a monologist’s interior dialogue, which extracts symptoms and
provides prognoses, remedies and worst-case scenarios. This
neurotic experience of artistic production, often felt but rarely
admitted, is more broadly a metaphor for the uneasy relationship
between established and emergent voices and, as such, feeds his
interest in class and autodidactism, evident in works including
We’ll Let You Know (2008).

The proposition of the video is to formulate the book as a kind
of space – an ideological and imaginative enclosure expressed
as a futuristic tent – and the book’s content is employed to narrate
a fiction regarding the erection, attempted inhabitation and
evacuation of that tent. Drawing on science and space fiction
genres, the narrative is a fantasy that responds to the recurrent
themes of the book: apocalyptic anxiety and futurological
urgency, idealised relations between social and aesthetic economies, and artistic production as intense, hermetic refuge. The
ideograph of The Tent is directly derived from Moyes’ Vibration
Tent (1972), which is described in the Systems catalogue as an
environment intended for the experience of extreme white light
and white noise, and which is presented through diagrams and
descriptions of its fabrication. Price’s visual treatment of The Tent
responds to Moyes’ proposition.
The film’s specially commissioned soundtrack is performed
and produced by Jem Noble. Generated from the object of the
book, it employs its sonic potential through the use of lightdependent oscillators, tactile interaction, speech melody and
spectrum analysis.
Elizabeth Price, 2010
Elizabeth Price ( b.1966) is a London-based British artist. Recent
shows and projects include ‘Perfect Courses and Shimmering
Obstacles’, Tate Britain, London (2010) and ‘User Group Disco’,
Whitechapel Gallery/LUX, London (2009). In 2010 she was
short-listed for the MaxMara Art Prize for Women and will
be showing West Hinder, a new video commissioned by LAFVA
Film, London.

Like Mann and Wilson, Sutcliffe is as concerned with how artists
think as with what they think. He works with filmic/video collage as a surrogate for literary production, borrowing structural
devices to use in the creation of his work. The loose adaptation
of Vladimir Nabokov’s Despair (1934), which Sutcliffe premiered
in the Frame section at Frieze Art Fair in 2009, distilled certain
themes and incidents from Nabokov’s narrative into short visual
sentences: these were sequenced in accordance with the synopsis
printed on the back of a paperback copy of the novel, and quietly
deployed a tactical recurrence of leitmotifs. In other works, the
artist creates moments of poetic expansion through the conjunction/disjunction of word, sound and image, his parody
empathetic and contingent. Sutcliffe is not an absent presence
coolly manipulating texts; he is very much implicated by, and
subjectively invested in the material he chooses to work with.
Sarah McCrory/Stephen Sutcliffe, 2010
Stephen Sutcliffe ( b.1968) is a British artist based in Glasgow.
Recent solo shows include Rob Tufnell, London (2010) and
Cubitt, London (2009). Group shows include ‘Project 35’,
Independent Curators International, which tours the USA
in 2010 and ‘Talk Show’ at ICA, London (2009). Last year,
Sutcliffe was also short-listed for the Jarman Award.

Frieze Projects
Shahryar Nashat

LUX Programmes
The Lives of the Artists

Nashat's video installations have previously entailed a sevensecond happening after hours in the Rubens Room of the Louvre
Museum, and the dusting off and presentation of two forgotten
sculptures in the storage depot of the Kunstmuseum Basel.
His new video will continue that ongoing desire-inflected dialogue with the art of others, further examining how mediation,
display and techniques of reproduction produce variegated
meanings. The colour-coded video will negotiate an unattainable, idiosyncratic collection of striking works by artists Nairy
Baghramian, Julian Göthe, Hilary Lloyd and Luigi Ontani
and assembled only for the purposes of the video. The depicted
fictitious art space can also be understood as an extra booth in
the fair. Here, moving images function as proxies or standins
allowing for the presence of absent works. The sound and image
created by the artist operates at a point of metamorphosis at
the moment when artwork becomes image. In the work Nashat
adopts a fluid position not only as an artist but also a curious,
if invasive, viewer; a non-acquistive collector; a wilful artistcurator; and, a consciously subjective art-documentary maker.

LUX is a London-based agency for artists’ moving image.
It holds the largest collection of artists’ film and video in Europe
(over 5,000 works from the 1920s to the present) which it distributes
for screen-ings and exhibitions internationally. LUX’s other
activities include exhibition projects, publishing, and its Associate
Artist Programme.
lux.org.uk

Sarah McCrory/Shahryar Nashat, 2010

Artist Robert Longo’s portrait of Lower East Side artistic life in
the late 1980s featuring Eric Bogosian, Steve Buscemi, Ray Liotta.

Shahryar Nashat ( b.1975) is a Berlin-based Swiss artist. Recent
solo shows and projects include Kunstverein Nürnberg (2010);
Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen and Kunstverein Potsdam ( both 2009).
Recent group shows include ‘Silberkuppe: Old Ideas’, Museum für
Gegenwartskunst, Basel; ‘Silberkuppe: Under One Umbrella’,
Kunsthall Bergen ( both 2010); ‘Shifting Identities’, Kunsthaus
Zurich (2009); ‘H Box’, Tate Modern, London; ‘Art Unlimited’,
Art Basel ( both 2008) and ‘Swiss Pavilion’, 51st Venice Biennale
(2005).

Programme One
Redmond Entwistle ( UK /USA) Monuments (2010) 30 mins
Robert Longo ( USA) Arena Brains (1987) 34 mins
The artists Robert Smithson and Gordon Matta-Clark are
revived from the dead and ejected from their makeshift mausoleums in New York by the forces of redevelopment. Led through
New Jersey by a young Dan Graham, they debate their artistic
positions with the ‘non-actors’ they encounter at the sites of their
work in New Jersey. Monuments re-enacts the narrative subtext
of Post-Minimalism with some of the crude poetry of the
American B-movie.

Programme Two
Gerard Byrne A Thing is a Hole in a Thing it is Not (2010) 70 mins
Four separate films about Minimalism; through a night-time
journey on the New Jersey turnpike, a radio interview between
three artists; a re-enactment in a New York theatre and the
documentation of a museum installation, this work explores the
historical locations of these moments and the enclosed spaces
in which they are presented.
Commissioned by The Renaissance Society at The University
of Chicago, the 2010 Glasgow International Festival of Visual Art
and Lismore Castle Arts, in collaboration with the Van
Abbemuseum, Eindhoven.

Shanay Jhaveri
On a hill, 1934, in Bombay, an Indian Gujarati family built two
stone bungalows – Sans Souci and Printemps. Behind Sans Souci
was an extra perfect rectangle. No wall divided the two bungalows,
and the inhabitants of Printemps, in which my forefathers resided,
could use Sans Souci’s backyard. This rectangular space was for my
grandfather a tennis court, for my father a cricket pitch, for my
aunts where they got married, for my sister where she played hide
and seek and for me where every monsoon, unmistakably right
in the centre of it a large puddle of rain water would gather. Now
out of my window I can see Ashford, a skyscraper reaching for the
skies, making good on a real estate boom and lurching over Sans
Souci. Yet somewhere beneath Ashford’s foundation is a large
puddle of personal associations and private affiliations. So for all
its ugliness Ashford is a conduit, a place to take on and attempt
to understand the question of modernity, acknowledging flux
and transformation.
The four sessions I have programmed are open clusters consisting
of formal experiments, unfinished conversations, wandering spirits,
optical illusions, graveyards, textured landscapes, faraway islands,
betting games, grounded spaceships covered in cowdung and the
cool of flashing neon signs. They ricochet through the past, present
and future, from places once familiar to regions unknown, making
visible connections and seeking to produce new correspondences
amongst conflicts in irregular geographies. The programmes are,
in part, suggestive of the capacity for and capability of different
imaginations and (re)imaginings.
Shanay Jhaveri, 2010
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Programmes Curated
by Shanay Jhaveri
Programme One, Total time 53:46 mins
Ritwik Ghatak Ramkinkar Baij: A Personality Study
(1975/2007) 30:46 mins
Raqs Media Collective Sleepwalkers’ Caravan (Prologue) 		
(2008) 11 mins
Karen Mirza & Brad Butler The Space Between
(2005) 12 mins
Programme Two, Total time 59:12 mins
Abhishek Hazra Some Fables on the Unstable Oscillation
of Uniformity (2006) 2:20 mins
The Otolith Group Communists Like US (2006/2010) 24 mins
Apichatpong Weerasethakul A Letter to Uncle Boonmee
(2009) 17:50 mins
Alexandre Singh Chapter 3 of The Marque of the Third Stripe
(2007) 15:02 mins
Programme Three, Total time 59:42 mins
Shambhavi Kaul Scene 32 (2009) 5:12 mins
Lucy Raven China Town (2009) 51:30 mins
Ben Russell Trypps #5 ( Dubai ) (2008) 3 mins
Programme Four, Total time 60:40 mins
Amar Kanwar Henningsvaer (2006) 15 mins
Subodh Gupta Pure, (2000) 9 mins
Desire Machine Collective 25 –75 (2007) 6:40 mins
Umesh Kulkarni Vilay (2009) 13 mins
Yasmine Kabir The Last Rites (2008) 17 mins

Artists’ Films
Films by this year’s Frieze Projects and Frieze Film
artists selected by Sarah McCrory.
The following programme includes a selection of films by artists
whose work is part of Frieze Projects or Frieze Film. Screening
previous works by these artists provides a useful context and
background to understanding their practices and the works
commissioned for the fair.
Spartacus Chetwynd’s Hermitos Children follows a female detective investigating the crimes of a sex-mad entrepreneur who is
murdering female dancers. It is part lo-fi soap opera, part Powell
and Pressburger’s The Red Shoes, part Alexander McCall Smith's
The Number 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency. As in her performance
commissioned for Frieze Projects, A Tax Haven Run By Women
( Luna Park Game Show), the film incorporates a multitude of
conflicting influences, spectacular amateur performances and
a fleeting political proposition.
Annika Ström’s father sits in the garden, illuminated by a light
reflector held by his grandson, filmed by his daughter, reading
a list of statistics outlining the lack of presence of women in
collections and exhibitions in museums throughout the world.
In her work for Frieze Projects, Ström’s Ten Embarrassed Men
navigate the fair, affecting embarrassment on behalf of symbolic
men, but in Ragnar Ström Reading Statistics in His Garden Summer
of 2009, Annika Ström explicitly outlines the inequalities still felt
throughout the art world.
Ei Arakawa c/o Grand Openings Grand Openings High Liners,
2010 is a documentation of a film shot in Sweden, including
members of collaborative group Grand Openings - Stefan
Tcherepnin (Composer), Jay Sanders (Curator), Jutta Koether
( Painter), and Emily Sundblad (Gallerist and Singer). Much like
his collaborative piece at Frieze Art Fair with Karl Holmqvist,
(whose film of his poetry reading I’LL MAKE THE WORLD
EXPLODE (2009) is also included in the programme), the film
includes improvised performative actions, spoken word and
a loose choreography with a number of associated performers.
Many of the films have a direct link with the commissioned
projects, and some show a development of the artists’ work at this
year’s fair. I am grateful to all artists for allowing me to show
their previous works in this context.
Sarah McCrory, 2010
These programmes are un-ticketed and free to enter at any point
during the screenings.

Artists’ Programme A, Total 22:45 mins
Matthew Darbyshire and Sam Gunn Le Chant Du Rossignol
(2008) 10:11 mins
Stephen Sutcliffe Vacillation (2008) 35 sec
Stephen Sutcliffe We’ll Let You Know (2008) 58 sec
Annika Ström Ragnar Ström Reading Statistics in His Garden
Summer of 2009 (2009) 2:30 mins
Shahryar Nashat The Regulating Line (2005) 3:40 mins
Ei Arakawa and Nikolas Gambaroff Two-Alphabet Monograms,
(2009) 4:51 mins
Artists’ Programme B, Total time 101 mins
Spartacus Chetwynd Hermitos Children (2009) 33 mins
Annika Ström All My Dreams Have Come True (2004) 2:30 mins
Jess Flood-Paddock Newspaper and Mobile Phone
(2008/10) 1:36 mins
Ei Arakawa, c/o Grand Openings Grand Openings High Liners
(2010) 14:58 mins
Shannon Ebner Between Words Pause (2010) 1 min
Karl Holmqvist I WANT TO MAKE THE WORLD
EXPLODE (2009) 27:56 mins
Elizabeth Price At The House of Mr X (2007) 20 mins
Artists’ Programme C, Total time 21:51 mins
Elizabeth Price User Group Disco (2009) 15 mins
Shannon Ebner Between Words Pause (2010) 1 min
Annika Ström Sunshine Head (2010) 1 min
Ei Arakawa and Nikolas Gambaroff Two-Alphabet Monograms,
(2009) 4:51 mins
Artists’ Programme D, Total time 21:39 mins
Stephen Sutcliffe Vacillation (2008) 35 sec
Stephen Sutcliffe We’ll Let You Know (2008) 58 sec
Jess Flood-Paddock How I Fell in Love with Wikipedia
(2008/10) 1:55 mins
Shahryar Nashat One More Time With James (2009) 4:30 mins
Shannon Ebner THECSTATICALPHABE (2009) 1 min
Matthew Darbyshire and Sam Gunn Le Chant Du
Rossignol (2008) 10:11 mins
Annika Ström Ragnar Ström Reading Statistics in His Garden
Summer of 2009 (2009) 2:30 mins
Artists’ Programme E
Spartacus Chetwynd Hermitos Children (2009) 33 mins

Frieze Projects is supported by

